ALCOVE IN LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIAL

Smart option for your Wedholms silo
By equipping your new silo with an alcove, you can reach the silo’s control unit, manhole and outlet
directly from the milk room without having to build the silo into the wall. This allows an easy installation
and keeps costs down. We offer a smart and affordable alcove in durable lightweight material that
provides great flexibility and quick installation.

SMART DESIGN

QUICK INSTALLATION

Our alcove differs from the crowd by its

If you order a silo with an alcove, the silo

smart design. The pre-cut sections in

body is prepared with connection ledges

insulated and durable lightweight

in stainless steel that enable a quick and

material are easy to handle and easy to

easy installation of the alcove on farm.

assemble.
Corner profiles in stainless steel make

GREAT FLEXIBILITY

the alcove stable and tight. Thanks to the

The alcove is delivered with standard

smart design of the connection profiles

dimensions to keep costs down. The

to the milk room, these can be steplessly

sections can be easily cut to the desired

adapted to different wall dimensions.

length. If necessary, the alcove can be

Everything to suit your needs.

extended by more sections. Contact us if
you want a deeper alcove and we can solve
it at an additional cost.
As standard, the alcove sections are
delivered in white color, but at an
additional cost, it is possible to choose
between several colors. If you prefer an

The affordable lightweight material is weather
resistant and climate smart.

alcove in stainless steel, we can offer it as
well.
CLIMATE AND ECONOMY
The special lightweight material is affordable, durable and withstands harsh outdoor
conditions. In addition, the material has

DIMENSIONS
Width: 1 800 mm
Depth sides: 1 350 mm
Depth center: 940 mm
Height: 2 000 mm

The alcove provides easy access to the silo’s

a low climate footprint, which makes our

MATERIAL

control unit, manhole and outlet. Control unit and

alcove a sustainable solution, not only for

cleaning pump are mounted on the silo body.

your economy but also for the environment.

Fiberglass laminate and stainless steel
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PICK-UP ROOM

Convenient option for your Wedholms silo
A pick-up room is a cheaper alternative to the traditional milk room. The insulated and lockable
pick-up room accommodates the silo’s control unit, manhole, ventilation pipe and outlet and there is
also enough space for a sink. The location of the pick-up room around the silo is flexible to facilitate
logistics on the farm. We offer a smart and affordable pick-up room in durable lightweight material that
provides great flexibility and quick installation.

BRILLIANT DESIGN

QUICK AND FLEXIBLE

The pre-cut sections in insulated and

The silo is delivered with special con-

durable lightweight material are easy to

nection ledges for the pick-up room and

handle and easy to assemble. The design

with the control unit and cleaning pump

with corner profiles in stainless steel

mounted on the silo body, to ensure a

makes the pick-up room stable and tight.

quick installation. The location around
the silo is optional, which offers flexibility

ENOUGH OF SPACE

in the logistics around milk collection.

The pick-up room contains the silo’s
control unit, manhole, ventilation pipe

SMART DETAILS

and outlet. The generous area of 3 m2

The pick-up room is delivered in a com-

means that there is also room for a sink

plete set, including walls and ceiling in

if desired.

lightweight material and corner profiles
in stainless steel. In addition, the room is
equipped with smart details such as grilles
for the ventilation shutters and a lockable
door with window. The door in lightweight
material is equipped with an approved
quality lock from Habo with two keys.

Flexible and affordable pick-up room in
durable lightweight material.

CLIMATE AND ECONOMY
A pick-up room saves money compared
to rebuilding an existing milk room or
investing in a new one. The special lightweight material is affordable, durable and
withstands harsh outdoor conditions. In
addition, the material has a low climate
The pick-up room contains the silo’s control
unit, manhole, ventilation pipe and outlet.
There is also enough space for a sink.
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footprint, which makes it a sustainable
solution, not only for your economy but also
for the environment.

DIMENSIONS
Width: 1 800 mm
Depth sides: 1 800 mm
Depth center: 1 390 mm
Height: 2 000 mm
MATERIAL
Fiberglass laminate and stainless steel

